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Abstract In this paper, a novel and easy technique is

proposed for orientation controlled growth of MWNTs.

The results indicate that when CNT growth was carried

over the substrate, not treated with plasma, horizontal

network of MWNTs was formed. Plasma treatment to the

substrate prior to CNTs growth led to formation of verti-

cally aligned MWNTs. An in situ growth as a function of

plasma treatment time reveals the mechanism behind this

flip process. All experiments were performed under atmo-

spheric pressure. At every step during time-dependent

growth process, CNTs were characterized using FESEM,

HRTEM, and Raman spectroscopy. Iron sputtered silicon

substrate was also investigated to validate the excellent

formation of as-grown vertical CNTs and also to analyze

the role of oxygen plasma behind the orientation-controlled

growth. The as-grown CNTs over the iron sputtered silicon

substrate with or without plasma treatment were charac-

terized by FESEM and AFM. The successful orientation-

controlled growth of CNTs was achieved.

Keywords Vertically aligned MWNTs � Plasma treatment

� Growth mechanism

Introduction

Invention of CNTs triggers a new era of science and

worldwide, researchers have started working on develop-

ment of new nanomaterials and application based upon

invented nanomaterials (Sharma et al. 2016; Singh et al.

2017; Sharma and Gupta 2016). Among all nanomaterials,

due to high carrier mobility, good stability, and tunable

band-gap structure with small diameter, CNTs become a

perfect structure for making channel for high-performance

field effect transistors (FETs), integrated circuits, and other

electronic applications (Zhang et al. 2016) and hence,

research communities have started focusing on various

application aspects of CNTs. The requirement of structural

quality of CNTs is different for different types of appli-

cations. The researchers can tune the structural quality of

CNTs as per the requirement, either by synthesizing the

CNTs in bulk and later tuning morphology of CNTs or by

tuning the CNT parameters at the time of synthesis. To

eliminate post-synthesis manipulation or assembly to make

CNTs useful for application purposes, we have already

discussed in detail in previous papers about controlling

various parameters like morphology, structure, and

dimensions of CNTs during growth process (Tripathi et al.

2014a, b, c, 2015a, b, c). However, analysis of an important

parameter, i.e. orientation of CNTs is still required to

achieve perfect structure of CNTs. It is important due to

requirement of different types of orientation for different

applications. For example, horizontally aligned network of

CNTs is suitable for fabricating gas sensor (Guerin et al.

2012; Lim et al. 2012; Poche et al. 2013), while vertically

aligned network of CNTs is suitable for field emission (Cui

et al. 2015; Lin et al. 2015). In order to fulfil this

requirement, the researchers control the orientation of

CNTs by applying magnetic and electric field (Lee et al.
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2003; Ko and Tsukruk 2006) on substrate during growth

process of CNTs. Su et al. also carried out research on the

orientation of CNTs and controlled it using crystalline

surface (Su et al. 2000) as well as performing CNT growth

process on porous silicon substrate (Veca et al. 2012). But,

so far, reported techniques for controlling the orientation of

grown CNTs are very tough and complex and sometimes

also damage the CNT structure (Kim et al. 2005).

In the present paper, we report a relatively simple

technique to control the orientation of as-grown CNTs. In

this technique catalyst-sputtered substrate was treated with

oxygen plasma. The substrate as treated with oxygen

plasma was then loaded to CVD and usual CNT growth

process was run. As a result, vertically oriented CNTs were

achieved. On the other hand, horizontally oriented CNTs

were formed on the substrate which was not treated by

oxygen plasma. A detailed discussion on The role of

oxygen plasma treatment on iron thin film and its outcomes

on CNT growth are discussed in detail in the next sections.

Experiment

A thin layer of 2 nm iron catalyst was deposited on

5 9 5 mm P-type silicon (100) substrate by RF-sputtering

technique. The sputtered sample was cleaned by ultrason-

icator in IPA for 5 min. The process flow of CNTs growth

involved Placement of cleaned substrate in CVD system,

and growth was carried out at temperature ramp of 500 �C/
h under environment of 60 sccm Ar as carrier gas. When

temperature of CVD chamber reached 800 �C, C2H2 gas

was flown into the chamber with a flow rate of 20 sccm.

After 10 min, C2H2 gas flow was stopped and the heater of

CVD system was switched off; and the chamber of CVD

system was allowed to cool down to room temperature in

the presence of Argon. After cooling, the sample was taken

Fig. 1 FESEM and AFM images of sputtered sample prior to CNT

growth

Fig. 2 FESEM and AFM images of oxygen-plasma-treated iron-

sputtered silicon
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out. To study the effect of oxygen plasma treatment, the

catalyst-coated substrate was treated with oxygen plasma

treatment for 10 min. The plasma-treated substrate was

then loaded into the chamber of CVD system and CNT

growth process was carried out in the same way as dis-

cussed before.

The surface morphology of as-grown samples was

characterized by FESEM (NOVA NANO SEM 450, FEI)

and the structural quality of CNTs was studied with Micro-

Raman spectrometer with 488 nm Ar? laser (LabRAM

HR800, JY) and HRTEM (Technai, 300 kV, F30,

G2Stwin). The effect of oxygen plasma of the structure of

catalyst was also studied using FESEM and AFM.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the FESEM and AFM images of iron-sput-

tered silicon sample. From these images, it is clear that the

surface of as-sputtered silicon substrate has negligible sur-

face roughness.When sputtered silicon substrate was treated

with oxygen plasma, the surface roughness increases

(Fig. 2). Figure 3 shows the FESEM image of CNTs grown

on as-sputtered (without plasma treatment) substrate which

shows dense horizontal network of CNTs. Figure 4 shows

the HRTEM image for same CNTs’ grown sample. It shows

grown CNTs have 10–12 nm diameter distribution. To ver-

ify the structural quality, CNTs’ grown samples were also

investigated by Raman spectroscopy (see Fig. 5). It shows

characteristic G-band and D-band with ID/IG ratio 0.6, which

verify the good structural quality of grown CNTs.

Figure 6 shows the FESEM image of CNTs grown on

oxygen-plasma-treated substrate, and itwasobserved that ultra-

dense carpet of vertically aligned CNTs was grown on this

substrate. It is already reported that oxygen plasma treatment

makes the surface rough and also creates defects on the surface

(Poche et al. 2013). This is verified by AFM and FESEM

images of Fig. 2. These defects and roughness provide extra

nucleation sites for attachment of carbon for CNT growth.

Figure 7, shows the proposed growth mechanism for

horizontal network. In case of horizontal network,

Fig. 3 FESEM images of horizontal network type CNTs

Fig. 4 HRTEM image of grown CNTs without plasma treatment

Fig. 5 Raman spectra of grown CNTs without plasma treatment
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nucleation sites are far from each other. When CNT growth

initiates, the newly coming carbon atoms apply a down-

ward force on nucleated CNTs. This force tends to bend

CNTs just after the growth is started. And due to low

nucleation sites, nucleated CNTs continue to grow in

bending direction without colliding with other grown

CNTs. On the other hand, plasma treatment sample is rich

in nucleation sites, so large number of CNTs nucleate at a

time. So, when a nucleated CNT bends due to force exerted

by the incoming carbon atoms, it collides with other

growing CNTs and its growth direction changes (see

Fig. 8). Successive collisions, one after the other (see W,

X, Y and Z in plot of Fig. 8), do not allow these CNTs to

bend. As a result, the CNTs are grown in vertical direction.

Figures 9 and 10 show the HRTEM and Raman spectra

images of vertically aligned CNTs, in which we observe

better quality of CNTs which are grown on oxygen-plasma-

treated sample. The diameter of grown CNTs is observed

around 4–8 nm with lesser ID/IG ratio. Better structural

quality and lesser diameter have been due to perfect bal-

ance between production and deposition of carbon atoms.

Conclusion

It is concluded that oxygen plasma treatment, an easy prior

growth step, can change the orientation of CNTs. CNT

growth process without plasma treatment results in

Fig. 6 FESEM images of grown CNTs in plasma treated catalyst

Fig. 7 Side view for growth mechanism for horizontal network type

CNT growth

Fig. 8 Side view for growth mechanism for vertically aligned type of

CNT growth

Fig. 9 HRTEM micrograph for vertically aligned CNT growth
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horizontal network and the same growth process without

prior oxygen plasma treatment results in dense carpet of

vertically aligned CNTs. The growth mechanism behind

the attracting results was explained. In summary, the ori-

entation as well as yield of CNTs was successfully tuned

by using simpler techniques.
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